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Landscape Orchestra
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EXTRA: On 11/10 there will be a post-performance talk
with the directors and makers of the show,
moderated by Eva Decaesstecker.

NL Landscape Orchestra zoekt een muzikaal
antwoord op de vraag hoe we vertrek,
reis en aankomst kunnen verbeelden. De
voorstelling bezoekt de landschappen waar
we doortrekken op weg naar beter en anders.
Een reeks portretten toont mensen voor wie de
wereld niet evident maar daarom niet minder
poëtisch is. In een steeds mobielere en meer
technologische wereld kan toenadering tussen
mensen een uitdaging zijn, en troost een luxe.
Landscape Orchestra vraagt stil te staan bij
de perspectieven van waaruit we naar elkaar
kijken, en bij de verwachtingen die we van elkaar
hebben.
• Het kunstenhuis Globe Aroma werkt met
nieuwkomers en vluchtelingen in hartje Brussel.
Het Kaaitheater is een vaste partner voor
hun theatervoorstellingen, en presenteerde
al Underneath Which Rivers Flow van Jozef
Wouters, Capsaicin van Michiel Soete, en De
Brievenschrijver van Simon Allemeersch. In
2016 toonden Niko Hafkenscheid, Hedvig Biong
en Pablo Castilla Syden in de Kaaistudio’s,
een voorstelling rond reizen en verblijven in het
Zuiden.
FR Landscape Orchestra cherche une réponse
musicale à la question : comment représenter
le départ, le voyage et l’arrivée ? Le spectacle
visite des paysages qu’on traverse en route
vers de meilleurs ailleurs. Une série de portraits
nous montre des gens pour qui le monde n’est
pas évident, mais pas moins poétique pour
autant. Dans un monde toujours plus mobile et
plus technologique, le rapprochement entre les
gens peut être un défi et le réconfort, un luxe.
Landscape Orchestra nous fait prendre du recul
face aux perspectives à travers lesquelles nous
nous regardons et face aux attentes que nous
avons les uns des autres.

• La maison des arts Globe Aroma, située au
cœur de Bruxelles, travaille avec des primoarrivants et des réfugiés. Le Kaaitheater est
un partenaire attitré de leurs spectacles de
théâtre et a ainsi présenté Underneath Which
Rivers Flow de Jozef Wouters, Capsaicin de
Michiel Soete et De Brievenschrijver de Simon
Allemeersch. En 2016, Niko Hafkenscheid,
Hedvig Biong et Pablo Castilla ont montré Syden
aux Kaaistudio’s, un spectacle autour de voyages
et de séjours dans le Midi.
EN Landscape Orchestra seeks a musical
answer to the question of how we can depict
departure, travel, and arrival. The production
visits the landscapes that we traverse on our
way to different and better places. A series of
portraits shows people for whom the world is
difficult but not necessarily less poetic. In an
increasingly mobile and more technological
world, bringing people closer together can be
a challenge, and solace a luxury. Landscape
Orchestra asks us to reflect on the perspectives
from which we look at each other and the
expectations we have of each other.
• The arts centre Globe Aroma works with
newcomers and refugees in the heart of
Brussels. Kaaitheater is a structural partner for
their theatre productions and has previously
presented Underneath Which Rivers Flow by
Jozef Wouters, Capsaicin by Michiel Soete,
and De Brievenschrijver by Simon Allemeersch.
In 2016, Niko Hafkenscheid, Hedvig Biong
and Pablo Castilla presented Syden at the
Kaaistudios, a production about travelling to and
staying in Southern Europe.

A DELICATE BALANCE
BETWEEN ON AND OFF
an interview with Niko Hafkenscheid, Hedvig Biong
and Pablo Castilla by Eva Decaesstecker (Kaaitheater)

One idea would be to reconstruct this romantic
archetype through the words of migrants. To
tell a tale that can include the epic as well as the
beautiful, and the absurd. At the same time, the
landscape can be regarded as a symbol for traveling.

One week before the première, in a conversation
on this programme booklet, I asked Hedwig,
Niko and Pablo what Landscape Orchestra was
about. Afterwards we decided to turn our brief
conversation into a written one. I sent them more
or less the same question I asked them before.
They sent back a wide range of thoughts and
reflections, which we let come together in the
following interview.

In the end Landscape Orchestra turned out to
be an attempt to reconstruct the experience of
crossing territory, large extensions of land. And
to measure what meaning is or isn’t attached to it.
Their relation to landscape is more about logistics
and making it through. Combined with our own
vision on crossing territories, Landscape Orchestra
has become an imaginary landscape based on
fragmented memories of their journey, and the
possible sublimation of it through music.

Landscape Orchestra departed from the landscapes
you go through when traveling. Why did you
choose to start from the idea of landscapes?
When working with topics that are constantly
fed through the media such as migration, we are
somehow stuck with one way of viewing or relating
to this issue. We think of migrants as a collective,
and we attach certain ideas and images to them.
There is a certain narrative that is already strongly
embedded in the viewer’s mind. Therefore we were
looking for a new entrance into this theme, and the
idea of landscape came up. We started with a lot
of questions: is it possible to tell this story, again,
differently? Is there any space left for poetry? What
ethics need to be operating within us to speak
about something we have no clue about? We were
interested in the crossing of gazes, approaches,
interpretations.
We literally tried to find common ground between
us and them, with the notion of the landscape. One
definition of a landscape is a romantic idealization
of reality. Symbols or iconic images such as the
desert, the mountain peaks, or the ocean, are part
of our European cultural traditions. But do these
landscapes really exist in the eyes of the people that
cross it today? How can we find common ground
in what we think is a universal thing but obviously
isn’t. It became very clear when recording the
interviews, that we relate very differently to this
“idea of landscape”

The performance is based on interviews with the
artists/participants from Globe Aroma. What were
these interviews about? And how do they come
back in the performance?
Interviewing the participants is a great way to get
to know them, to spend time together as well as to
collect information and explore.
We didn’t prepare the questions in advance, we
rather thought of a strategy or a general intention
before each interview session. As we mentioned
before, the main topic of the conversation was
landscape, but we preferred to keep it open.
In many occasions the focus started drifting,
so we would end up talking about something
completely different. And it is precisely there, in
the “peripheral”, that resides the irrelevant, which is
unexpected, and therefore interesting, with poetic
potential.
All the texts shown in the piece are fragments of
interviews with various migrants. They belong to
no one in particular and are made up of fragments
of everyone’s testimonies. It always feels like a
privilege to be able to ask questions, especially
about situations on which the media have built
a dominant narrative. The interviews lead us to
break this dominance, and reveal a multifaceted
complexity, where every individuals’ unique
position stands against a generally accepted
perspective.
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A landscape can have many forms, from a natural
to an industrial or urban one, but it can also be
seen with a more conceptual approach. Which
landscapes will we be traveling through during the
performance?
There is a concrete physical landscape is presented
on stage : the scenography itself.
The presence of the participants and the
instruments, but also the theater lighting depict
different situations that can be linked to the
journey.
There is an imaginary, or mental landscape as the
texts deliver information and the music affects
the meaning of these texts. But the landscape
remains open, as an ongoing construction, and can
transform in the imagination of the spectator. This
process of transformation demands alertness from
the spectator, regarding the parameters presented
on stage: text, music, actions.
The balance between the parameters invites for
a game of completing unfulfilled situations and
meaning.
It’s for the audience to engage in making sense
between the meaningful and the meaningless, what
is presence or absence.
The title of the piece also mentions an orchestra.
An orchestra refers to a multitude of instruments
playing a piece of music together ‘in harmony’.
How do you relate the concept of the orchestra to
the piece?
The participants are not professional musicians,
and though we have instructed them musically, we
haven’t aimed for perfection as a way of questioning
the “rules” of academic music. Playing music was
something quite new for the group: most of them
started playing only in the last months and one
of the participants even told us that music was
forbidden in his village.
On stage there are a number of music instruments.
The instruments refer to European musical
tradition: tuba, piano, trumpet, violoncello… as a
metaphor for a new world in which they arrive, and
perhaps the necessity to adapt and relate to new
rules.
Also, the instruments become a way to access each
performer’s personality.
In the piece, we speak about the possibility of
harmony and also about what happens when it’s
lacking. When things are off tune, we attempt to
vibrate together and propose a delicate balance
between ON and OFF, between harmony and
disharmony.
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